Teaching by Example:
Attleboro School District Chooses
Solar for Sustainable Savings

Challenge
Attleboro School District wanted to reduce electricity costs for its nine
schools in Attleboro, Mass., and help its students learn about sustainability
and solar energy.

SunPower’s Solution
Working with the team at Green Street Solar Power, a SunPower
Commercial dealer, the district found a creative solution: build a 4.1 MW
system on the unused roof of a commercial office building. Green Street
owns the system and associated incentives and tax credits, and Attleboro
purchases the energy the system generates for a guaranteed low rate
through a power purchase agreement (PPA) with Green Street.

Quick Facts
4.1 MW
Total System Size

Rooftop
Installation Type

$5.5 million
Projected 25-Year Savings

75%
Electricity Offset

Customer Benefit
The system offsets 75% of the district’s electricity. Over the next 25 years,
Attleboro Schools are expected to save nearly $5.5 million in utility costs
through the agreement.
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“Not only will the district
save millions over the life
of the system, through our
agreement, we are promoting
the development of solar power
and setting a great example for

Converting Unused Roof Space with Solar
Thousands of buildings across America have unused roof space just waiting
for solar. In West Bridgewater, Mass., one of those buildings is generating
enough energy to power 75% of a school district’s electricity needs in a
neighboring town 30 miles away.

our nearly 6,000 students.”
Marc Furtado
Director of Finance for the
Attleboro Public Schools

For the Attleboro School District — which includes five elementary schools,
three middle schools and one high school — it was the perfect win-win
situation. Through the agreement, the entire district would enjoy guaranteed
low rates from electricity for a generation to come, without having to utilize
school property or upfront capital.
Green Street facilitated the community partnership by bringing the district
together with Ajax Partners, owners of a commercial office building in nearby
West Bridgewater. The team at Ajax had been wanting to put their roof to
good use, and promptly agreed to let Green Street survey the building’s
three adjacent roofs to determine how to best utilize the space for solar.
Green Street selected the SunPower® Helix™ roof system for its modularity,
ease of installation and high-efficiency modules, which enable more power
to be produced in less space than conventional systems. Only two of the
three roofs needed to be utilized for the solar arrays, due to the system’s
high power production.
With the installation of more than 12,000 solar panels on a single building,
the project is thought to be one of the largest commercial solar rooftop
installations on record.

Benefits for this Generation – and the Next
Through the long-term PPA with Green Street, the district is expected to save
nearly $5.5 million in energy costs over the next 25 years. The rooftop power
plant is expected to offset more than 85,000 metric tons of CO2 that would
otherwise have been generated by fossil-fuel-based electricity sources – the
carbon equivalent of planting 3,247 acres of trees.
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“It’s incredibly rewarding to
know that ultimately this project
is benefitting kids, and we’re
honored that the project will
generate clean, reliable power

“We are thrilled about this solar project,” said Marc Furtado, Director of
Finance for the Attleboro Public Schools. “Not only will the district save
millions over the life of the system, the project will have a positive impact on
the environment, and sets a great example for our nearly 6,000 students.”

for a generation.”
Scott Kerner
Green Street Co- founder and CEO

Green Street Co-founder and CEO Scott Kerner notes that the project is
a powerful reminder of why he’s in solar in the first place: “It’s incredibly
rewarding to know that ultimately this project is benefitting kids, and we’re
honored that the project will generate clean, reliable power for a generation,”
he said.
For Ajax Partners, the decision to lease its roof space to Green Street Solar
Power was an easy one:
“The use of our roof created an incremental benefit without opportunity
cost, as the roof was not being used for anything else. This, combined with
the tax benefits and renewable energy credits in Massachusetts, offered
great value, especially considering the economies of scale that come with
such a large project,” said Ian Blatt, Ajax Advisors.
Turning otherwise fallow roof space into a virtual solar power plant for
school use is an example of what can happen when communities work
together for a common goal: bright ideas happen.
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